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Scheepjes Catona Cotton 
・A yellow - 249 saffron 

・B skin - 255 skin 

・C brown - 157 root beer 

・D pink - 256 cornelia rose

・2 mm crochet hook 

・3 different colors suitable for 2 mm hook 

・Embroidery threads black, brown, and white 

・Stuffing 

・Tapestry needle 

・Scissors 

・Crochet pins and markers

.....Materials......................................................................................................................................................................

…..Colors…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

・I crochet all the stitches in the shape of X. I explain how to do it on page 4. 

・Each piece is crocheted in spiral rounds unless otherwise specified. 

・I don't crochet around a chain in the traditional way. I explain how to do it on page 5. 

・Be sure to keep a tight tension. 

・Stuff firmly as you go along, unless otherwise indicated. 

・Don't pay attention to the colors of the threads used on the explanatory pictures.

…..Tips…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…..Abbreviations (US termination)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

21

…..X-shaped stitch……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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・ch = chain stitch  

・dc = double crochet stitch  

・dec = invisible decrease 

・hdc = half double crochet stitch  

・inc = invisible increase  

・rnd = round  

・sc = single crochet stitch  

・slst = slip stitch 

・st(s) = stitch 

・(…) = crochet all instructions between ( ) into same stitch 

・{ } … × = repeat instructions in brackets … times 

・(…) = total number of stitches in the round

To make a traditional stitch (V-shaped) yarn over, insert your hook into the stitch, yarn over again and pull 
through the two loops on your hook. 
To make a X-shaped stitch, yarn UNDER (photo 1), then insert your hook into the stitch, yarn over and pull 
through the two loops on your hook (photo 2).
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